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'Aeron.watson' is a contractual issue
Reporter Patrick; Sullivan was

spot oJ!accurate in reporting that
I said, "This is rubbish;' when I
read an "opinion" by Region One
Board of Education attorney,
Gary Brochu at the'board's June
4meeting. Board Chairman Phil
Hart released the ,"opinion" at
that meeting after having a Free-
dom of Information Act (FOIA)
complaint filed against him for
refusing to let board members
read it. '(Hart told me on May 19
in the presence of others, "I'mnot
obligated to share attorney-cli-
ent privileged communications
from my attorney." Oops.)

What Patrick didn't report
was why I said Brochu's "opin-

, ion" was rubbish. Here's how
the "opinion'' begins: "This is in
response to an email forwarded
to me by (Region One Superin-
tendent Patricia Chamberlain)
concerning .a request by Gale
'Ioensing to add to the March 5
BOE agenda an item regarding
---'Aeron Watson.''' Brochu
continues, "From my under-
standing of the issue, apparently
Ms. Toensing wishes to' discuss
--'- possible authorship of
a letter to th~ editor from last
year which was critical of Ms.
Toensing,' The redactions are
the name of a Housy teacher.
Brochu goes on to, say that the
board shouldn't address the issue
of the authorship of the "letter
to the editor"because the teacher
has "free speech rights."

ORe reason why Brochu's
expensive "opinion" is rubbish
is because there was no letter
to the editor. "Aeron Watson"
sent two emails to. the board last

•~•

year. The superintendent chose
to distribute one of them to the
press, generating stories about
"Aeron Watson's" nastygrams
about me.

Another reason it's rubbish is
because the issue is not about the
teacher's "free speech" rights to
send a "letter to the editor"; it's
about the violation of a contract
that the teacher and everyone else
at Housy must sign in order to
use the school server to access the
Internet. It's called "Faculty/Staff
Internet Acceptable Use Policy."
Article 6 of the contract prohibits
"any illegal acts" including "li-
bel." Article 7 says "Work only on
the account assigned to you and
take responsibility for the activ-
ity on your account. Violations
of this policy that can be traced
to an individual account will be
treated as the responsibility of the
owner of that account." Article 8
says, "Impersonation and ano-
nymity are not permitted. Users
must take responsibility for their
actions and words.';

Documentary evidence from
a website called "Ernaill'inder"
shows that the name "Aeron
Watson" was assumed by the
Housy teacher, but the superin-
tendent and board chair refuse
to acknowledge this or demand
accountability from the teacher
for his "actions and words."
The superintendent agreed to
my request of April 9 to search
the servers for Internet activity
by "Aeron Watson" in order to·\
further prove "Aeron Watson's"
identity, but she has failed to do
so. On June 4, I filed an FOIA
complaint against her for denial

of access to public documents.
The complaint is pending.

Gale Courey Toensing
Falls Village


